Ice Cream Additives
Handling System

Case Study 19:
STB completed an ice cream additives handling
system for a major ice cream production plant in
the South West.
The system was designed to minimise manual
handling and weighing ingredients supplied in sacks.

ADDITIVES HANDLING

Plant/ System Description

Requirements

Operational Sequence

Our client, a multi national
ice cream producer, based in the
UK, was looking for an automated
pneumatic conveying system,
eliminating the need for sack
handling. Before our new system
was introduced the ingredient
batches were manually weighed
and transferred to liquid mixing
tanks.

Big Bag Station:

The new system had to be capable
of accurate weighment and feeding
dozens of differing recipes. Batches
would then be pneumatically
conveyed using a vacuum transfer
system to designated mixing tanks.
Another challenge to be overcome
was how best to deal with the
gums which are difficult to handle
and convey due to their
hygroscopic, sticky nature. The
gums needed to be accurately
weighed and dispensed to each of
the liquid vessels.
STB’s own solution to this was to
manufacture Teflon coated
conveying lines and feed hoppers.
Teflon is the only known surface to
which a Gecko cannot stick, and
these non-stick properties ensure
reduced hold up and cleaning
intervals.

Products included various speciality
ingredients stored in 500/1000kg
big bags.
The bags are loaded by electric
hoist. The big bag station is fitted
with a low level probe, motor
driven vibrator and vacuum take off
hopper.
The vibrator operates when the
low level probe is uncovered and
will run until the probe is
recovered. If the low level probe
does not cover after a
predetermined time an alarm
sounds and the vibrator stops.

Vacuum Conveying from Big Bag to
Hopper:
The exhauster runs continuously
with the exhauster relief valve open
when in standby mode.
A storage hopper calls for top up
when its low level probe is
uncovered and refills until its high
level is reached.
When material is called for, the
vacuum break valve closes and the
vacuum selection valve opens
simultaneously.
The reverse jet filter starts and the
exhauster relief valve closes.
The rotary valve of the selected big
bag material starts and runs until
the high level probe is covered.
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Operational Sequence
Loss in Weight Feeder Top Up:

System schematic

The feeders are mounted on load
cells, when a set lower weight limit
is reached the hopper will be
topped up from the storage
hopper mounted above.
When the feeder requires topping
up the butterfly valve opens and
the rotary valve runs until either
the set upper weight limit is
reached or the feeder is required
to dispense material into the
transfer system.

Feeders and Transfer System:
The system comprises loss in
weight feeders for each ingredient,
the required weight of each
ingredient is dependant on the mix
being prepared. Below each feeder
there is mounted a collection
hopper and rotary valve.

The feeders are fitted with isolation
valves which close when the weight
has been correctly dispensed.

The feeders are inverter driven,
fast for coarse feed and slow for
fine feed. The run time in fast and
slow speed varies dependant on
the amount of material being
dispensed.

The exhauster runs continuously
with the exhauster relief valve open
when in standby mode.

Vacuum Conveying from
Feeders to Check Weigher:

When the system calls for material
the diverter valve routes to the
selected hopper, the vacuum break
valve closes and the vacuum
selection valve opens
simultaneously.
The reverse jet filter starts and the
exhauster relief valve closes. The
rotary valves below the feeders
start and the feeders run.

The feeder stops once the
required batch weight has been
dispensed and the rotary valve
stops after a predetermined time.
When the required batch weight is
received at the check weigher the
exhauster relief valve opens.
The hopper vacuum break valve
closes and the vacuum break valve
opens simultaneously. The reverse
jet filter stops.
This installation was completed in
2010. The clients are very pleased
with the system, it has achieved
the objective of reducing the need
for manual handling, and thus
increased productivity at the plant.
STB keep in contact with our
clients long after the job has
finished and are always on call with
advice and support.
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STB Engineering:
Bulk Materials Handling &
Pneumatic Conveying Specialists
STB Engineering Ltd was founded
in 1969, and had soon established
itself as one of the UK’s leading
Bulk Materials Handling and
Pneumatic Conveying specialists.
STB’s success is the result of
combining innovative and cost
effective design concepts with the
highest quality of engineering
technology, all brought together by
having the advantage of decades of
in house engineering design and
manufacturing experience.

STB offer a total, end to end, in
house solution for bulk materials
handling, giving one point of
contact and a system tailored to
suit each specific application.

We specialise in:
Pneumatic conveying systems
(dilute and dense phase)
Weighing and feeding
Storage and discharge
Big bag and sack handling
Control systems
In house: project design and
management, manufacture,
installation and commissioning.

Using the latest Solidworks &
AutoCAD design packages we
manufacture our silos, vessels and
conveyor systems in our purpose
built factory in Stroud,
Gloucestershire.
We are an ISO 9001
Quality Assured
Company.

The people at STB are passionate
about what they do and take great
pride in their work. Our engineers
have many years experience in
solids handling and a thorough
understanding of our customers'
process needs and objectives.
Our dedication and commitment
to our customers is at the
forefront of everything we do
which is why our customers keep
coming back to us.
“Engineers who do what they say
they will do”
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